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Road Tanker drivers must be educated to attach the
grounding clamp and system to the designated earth
point on the Road Tanker as soon as they leave the cab
and before they start any other operation or product
transfer (do not attach hoses, lower legs, etc).
After the product transfer and all other activities have been
completed the driver can remove the earthing clamp and put it
back on the earthing system stowage point before driving off.
Occasionally this simple process of removing and stowing the
clamp and cable by the driver fails to be completed and the
Road Tanker is driven off taking the grounding clamp, spiral
cable/cable reel with it, causing extensive and expensive
damage.
This type of incident also prevents any further use of this safety
equipment until repaired.

Leading the way in hazardous area static control

Newson Gale have a new assembly to help mitigate this situation.
The BAC Break Away Connector fits in line with the grounding
clamp and cable. If the Road Tanker is driven off prematurely, the
grounding clamp and the male half of the Break Away Connector
(BAC) assembly separates from the remaining cable thus
mitigating further damage to the installation.
This means that only the clamp and BAC assembly need to
be replaced to enable the grounding equipment to be up and
running again quickly.
The Break Away Connector will fit existing Earth-Rite® grounding
systems fitted with quick connectors.
The Break Away Connector will not separate during normal
operation but will separate if a drive off occurs mitigating damage
to other system components.
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Break Away Connectors
Health and Safety Update

Routine Maintenance Requirements

A separate “Health and Safety Warning Caution when using the
Break Away Connector (BAC)” sheet will be issued with every
quotation for the product. Please read and fully understand its
contents before purchasing and using this product.

Please apply petroleum jelly to the inside of the joint between the
male and female connectors highlighted by the two RED arrows
in the photograph below.

Caution when using the BAC: Please be aware that if the Road
Tanker is driven off - with the clamp and cable still attached - and
the BAC assembly separates, the remaining end of the straight
cable can fly back towards the point of where it is installed
(although this happens anyway without the BAC fitted).

This will assist the Break Away Connector separate more easily
when required.

This could be a Health and Safety hazard and needs to be
fully understood and assessed by the user before purchase/
installation.
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Copyright Notice
The website and its content is copyright of Newson Gale Ltd © 2020. All rights reserved.

Right to change
This document provides general information only and may be subject to change at any time without notice. All information,
representations, links or other messages may be changed by Newson Gale at any time without prior notice or explanation.

Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all of the contents in any form is prohibited other than the following:
Newson Gale is not obliged to remove any outdated information from its content or to expressly mark it as being outdated.
Please seek the advice of professionals as necessary regarding the evaluation of any content.

you may print or download to a local hard disk extracts for your personal and noncommercial use only
you may copy the content to individual third parties for their personal use, but only if you acknowledge the website as the
,,,,source of the material
You may not, except with our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit the content. Nor may you transmit it
or store it in any other website or other form of electronic retrieval system.

Disclaimer of liability
The information provided in this Datasheet is provided by Newson Gale without any representations or warranties, expressed
or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness. The liability of Newson Gale for any expenses, losses or actions incurred
whatsoever by the recipient as a result of the use of this Datasheet shall be excluded.
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